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The existence of various isotopes in a metal leads to a difference in the zero vibrations, de
pending on the different masses of these isotopes. This in turn leads to the appearance of a 
non-regular perturbing field which is capable of scattering the conduction electrons. Thus, 
even in crystals without physical defects or chemical impurities, a residual electrical re
sistance may arise. The magnitude of this resistance is estimated. 

IF several different isotopes are found in the lat- of sound. Equations (1) and (3) give the scattering 
tice of a metal, scattering of the conduction elec- of the electrons in the third approximation of per-
trons is brought about by deviation of the zero turbation theory. Equation (1) contains matrix ele-
vibrations of a given isotope from their average ments of three types: (a) those corresponding to 
value. This effect leads to a finite residual elec- phonon scattering ("' af1, at), (b) those corres-
trical resistance in the metal at absolute zero, + + 
under conditions in which the resistance due to ponding to the emission of two phonons ("' af1' af2 )' 

chemical and physical impurities is absent. In and (c) those corresponding to the absorption of 
other words, in the purification of the metal, its two phonons (-~1 , af2 ). The process of scatter-
residual resistance ought to decrease at first and 

ing under the action of (1) and (3) is therefore ob-
then approach a constant limit. The scattering of tained from the summation of three chains of proc-
interest to us is a result of the combined action 

esses which are graphically illustrated in the draw
of the following terms in the Hamiltonian, which 

ing (the initial and final states of the electron are 
we shall regard as a perturbation: 

characterized by the momenta Po and p respec
(1) The additional kinetic energy of the isotope 

tively). 
contributes a term to the Hamiltonian (the origin 
of the coordinates coincides with the atom of the 
isotope at its equilibrium position) 

_ M ;- A\i(0)2 (1) 
"" M-M( + )( +) (j . )1iV"',"'• LJ . - 2- a1,1, - a1d, a1,1, - a1,1, 1 • h 2 M-N ; 

f,f,J•l• 

M is the mass of the isotopic atom, M the aver
age mass of the atoms of the metal: 

s 

cs is the concentration of the isotope with mass 
Ms, u ( 0) the vector of the displacement of the 
isotopic atom from its equilibrium position, and 
j the polarization vector. 

(2) 

(2) 'we express the interaction of the electron 
with the vibrations of the lattice V ( considering 
an idealized isotopic model of the metal without 
sound dispersion) in the usual way: 

V (x) = V ~ 1 f !_"' (a ·ei!xf1i + a +e -ifxf1t) · (3) 
o fj V 2 Ms"N fJ !J ' 

Vo is the energy of atomic order, and s the speed 
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The matrix element arising under the action of 
the chain (b) has the form 

- ""'\ V2 tt•w,"'• (M-M) (" •. ) 
~ ~ 0 4 M2s2N2 h l2 
}1]1 

{ 1 } n d"f, 
X [£ (P0)- E (Po- f,)- sf!][- s[I- s If,- q ll (27t1i)3 • (4) 

Here tiw 1 = sf1 and tiw2 = sf2 = s I q- f1 I, where 
q = Po - p is the change in the momentum of the 
electron. Since only the order of magnitude of the 
effect is of interest, we shall not consider the dif
ference in the velocities of longitudinal and trans
verse sound. In the case of chain (c) we obtain a 
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matrix element that differs from ( 4) only in that, 
instead of the expression which appears in the 
curly brackets, we have 

r 1 } 
l[E(Po)-E,(Po+h)-sif,+q!J[-sfi-s!f,+qtJ · (5) 

In the integration of (4) and (5), the first factor 
can pass through zero. It is necessary to get 
around the singularity in a way as corresponds to 
the function o+ ( x). In this case, two terms arise 
- an integral in the sense of the principal value, 
and a term containing io [ E (Po) - E (Po - ft ) -
sft] in case (4), and io [ E (Po) - E (Po+ ft) -
s I f1 + q 11 in case (5). The part containing the 
principal value corresponds to I E (Po) - E (Po '~' 
f1 ) I a value on the order of atomic energies, which 
is significantly greater than sf1 or s I ft + q 1. 
Therefore, the principal value due to the chain (2) 
and (3) is the same in each case. Since the function 
o [ E (Po) - E (Po - f1 ) - sf1 ] appears with the fac
tor i, it makes a contribution to the imaginary 
part of the transition matrix element. However, 
the sum of the imaginary parts entering from all 
the chains must vanish, since the matrix element 
itself must be real. Electrons are scattered by an 
isotopic atom by the presence of a small perturbing 
field close to the isotope. This field is produced by 
the deviations of the zero-point vibrations of the 
given isotope from their mean amplitude, taking 
into account the fact that the mean of the zero
point vibrations is small in comparison with the 
lattice constant a and, moreover,' that the differ
ence of the zero-point vibrations of the isotope is 
doubly small because of the smallness of ( M - M )/M, 
and because the perturbing field acting on the elec
tron is very small. The scattering in such a field 
V eff ( x) must be described by the Born approxi
mation. The scattering matrix element with trans
fer of momentum q is expressed by the integral 

which is a real number, since Veff ( x) = Veff ( - x) . 
Thus there remains in (4) only the principal 

value of the integral, which is the same for the 
chains (b) and (c). The matrix element correspond
ing to the chain (a) has the form 

~ v2 \ 1i2cu,cu2 n d"f, 
- L.J 0 J 4 JW2s2N2 (21tn) 3 · 

X { [E (p0)- E (p0 - f,)- sf,j [E :p0)- E (p0 - f,)- s If,- q tJ } 

X (kh). (6) 

In the integral here, both factors in the curly 
brackets must vanish; therefore, we have, first, 

an integral in the sense of the principal value, and 
second, two terms proportional to 

io [£ (p0 ) -- E (Po - f,)- sf Il 
or i0 [E (p0)- E (Po- f,)- s If,- q 11· 

In accord with what was said above, we shall omit 
these. 

For an estimate of the order of magnitude, we 
can also discard the principal value of the integral 
in chain (a), since the energy differences in the 
curly brackets of (6) correspond to energies of 
atomic magnitudes. One of the differences in (4) 
and (5) was tiw1 + tiw2 ""' ® « V0 (V0 is of the 
order of several electron volts ) . We therefore 
have, in order of magnitude, the following matrix 
element (neglecting the chain (a) and assuming 
E = p2/2m, m =effective mass of the electron) 
at q = 0: 

3 2 a M-M ( flf-ql d"f 
.Jl=-2Voa (21t1i)"NM2s.) f+!f-q! E(Po)-E(Po-f) 

_ 3 y2aa M- M 1tm{~ F ( h_) ; 
- - 2 ° (27tn)3 N Ms 3po \2po 

g3 42-{2 
F (.b._) = In 2po- f o _ ~ 2Po _ __!!!!_ In ~ . 

2p0 2po + fo fo f~ 4p~ ' (7) 

fo is the maximum momentum of the phonon, Po is 
the momentum of the electron on the Fermi surface. 
We assume that 2p0 > f0• Substituting ( 2.; )113n/a 
in (7) in place of f0, we find 

(8) 

We thus find the total probability of scattering W 
in a medium consisting of s isotopes with concen
tration cs, neglecting the dependence of .Jt on q: 

~ p2 aavt(M-M)2m2 dpo V~F2 (M2 -M2)a3m3 • ( 9) 
W ~ 647t M•s21;• dE = 647tM4s21i4p0 

M 2 - M2 = ~csM!- (~ c.M.y 
s s 

The corresponding free path l is equal to: 

(10) 

Frequently, the quantities that enter here ?an be 
expressed in terms of the electrical conductivity 
a at high temperatures ( T » e ) , which in our 
model is equal to 

cr = 4 (47t)' 1•e2n!li3aMs2jm2V~T (11) 

( T in energy units, ne is the number of conduction 
electrons in 1 em 3 ). Substituting m2V~ /Ms2 from 
(11) in (10), we find: 
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l::::::; (36)'/•o.'i, M2 a272 
M 2 - M 2 n! v:'•as2 F2 e4 (12) 

(ve = nea3). 

10-4, which corresponds to 

natural tin, we obtain l of the order of several 
millimeters. If we introduce the path brought 
about by the impurities as 

!1 = a/E (13) 

( E is the concentration of impurities ) then (12) 
corresponds to the following effective concentra
tion Eo: 

(14) 

For E » Eo, the residual resistance is proportional 
to E. For E < E0, it no longer depends on E. 

We can improve the estimate of l if we intro
duce data on the electronic specific heat. 

In conclusion, I express my gratitude to Acade
mician L. D. Landau and to Iu. V. Sharvin for dis
cussions in connection with this paper. 

Translated by R. T. Beyer 
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